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FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTIONâ€¦For Navy SEAL Kai, he takes that vow seriously. Keeping Alexa

safe is his number one priority, even if it means his heart is laid bare. A NAVY SEAL â€˜Failure is

never an optionâ€™ and Kai lives by that SEAL code. He and his team have rescued Alexa not

once, but twice, and now he is faced with the biggest challenge of his life. Alexa has come to mean

more than she should, but his life is too dangerous for hearts and roses, and she has had too much

heartache to settle for anything less. A DAMSEL IN DISTRESSâ€¦ Alexa is tired of all of the

curveballs life has thrown at her. The final straw comes when she is confronted with a six foot plus

man, who could either be her salvation or her downfall. It is up to her to convince her stubborn

SEAL that they are worth taking a chance on. MORE THAN MEETS THE EYEâ€¦ When Alexaâ€™s

past is revealed and she and Kai find out she is not who she thought she was, some of the

worldâ€™s most wanted come out to play. Can the team keep her alive long enough for her to prove

to Kai that what they have is worth fighting for?
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Marie's Tempting Reads ARC Review:I ADORE this first book in Elle Boon's newest crossover

series. Delta Salvation is full of non-stop action, sexy SEALS, one irresistible leader, and a very

lucky heroine. This story is fast-paced with amazing characters and a plot that never seems to get

boring. Kai is one heck of a tough and yet caring leader and his need to protect Alexa had me

melting into a puddle of goo. Alexa is strong and I really connected with her because, until Kai and

his team came to her rescue, she was a loner and she definitely needed someone in her

corner.Now there is plenty of times in the story that had me biting my nails, wondering what was

going to happen next. And there were times I found myself giggling or sighing over something one

of Kai's men did, or over the fun Kai and Alexa seemed to have in the middle of danger. And there

was some sexy and delicious sex that I always appreciate with a book by Elle Boon.Immediately

after reading Delta Salvation, I found myself rereading it just because I enjoyed the action,

characters, and general story. I can't wait for the next book! I definitely have a new addiction and its

all thanks to Miss Boon! This breathtaking, nail-biting, sigh worthy story gets a SPLENDID FOUR

SHOOTING STARS! From cover, to the synopsis, to the story, its wonderfully written and full of

everything I love! A DEFINITE MUST MUST MUST MUST READ!!

The latest edition to the Elle Boon library is essentially a spin-off from the Iron Wolves series. Delta

Salvation introduces readers to the men (and some women) who are members of the Phantom

Force of which Rowan Shade was also a member during his time with the SEALs.An action-packed

story filled with mystery and intrigue, sees the mission to capture a traitor become so much more as

an innocent womenâ€™s life is threatened by unknown fractions.Alexa just canâ€™t seem to catch a

break. A woman with no family, friends or high expectations, initially becomes the target of an

obsessed stalker. But when her move into witness protection is intervened by a dangerous woman

and her pack of â€˜dogsâ€™ everything spirals out of control.Kayan is not looking for love and HEA,

heâ€™s a SEAL and hell bent on nothing more than capturing his foe. But Alexaâ€™s dilemma and

her possible ties to his current operation are far too coincidental to ignore; forcing them into close

proximity and a familiarity that Kai never intended.When Alexa is kidnapped a second time and all

hell breaks loose, Kai has no choice but to keep her close and hope that his heart will survive her

hypnotic violet eyes.While I thoroughly enjoyed this book and look forward to more from the

Phantom Force members, it did take me a little longer to get into the a story than usual.

Omg, thrilling, action packed, roller coaster ride of adrenaline, and hot steamy sexual chemistry are

just a few adjectives I will use to describe this totally amazing read! The love and devotion between



the characters had me falling so deeply and hard for them. I couldn't put this book down and loved

how the author incorporated the characters from her spin off book to keep me updated on their

progress! This book absolutely Rocks and I can't wait for the next installment in this series! Kudos

Mrs. Boon, you've done it again!

Oh this Navy Seal made me drool and Alexa made me laugh. These two steamed up the pages and

set them on fire. Oh Elle please write more military romance, so I can satisfy my addiction and oh

Hell just write anything because my book whore needs satisfied. This Navy Seal was my book

boyfriend and oh by the way. Can his friends be my boyfriends too. Told you that I'm a book addict

and think I'm going to invest in some audio books for my gym addiction as well. Ha ha. It will make

me sweat and everyone will think I'm working hard at the gym. Lol!!! Work it Lady!!!

Bang! Pow! Bang! So much action in Delta Salvation! This is what I have come to expect with an

Elle Boon story. I have been a fan of Ms. Boon's stories from way back when, been loving her

storytelling from her first release, Selena's Men. Elle has never disappointed me yet! Now she has

rewarded me with one of my favorite sub-genres of Contemporary Romance, SEALs/Military Action

Heroes. And what an awesome reward this is!Treat yourself to a hot, action-packed read complete

with a hot hunk of a hero in Kayan (Kai) Swift, a sweet sexy heroine in Alexa Gordon, witty humor,

ice-melting love scenes and the piÃ¨ce de rÃ©sistance for me, excellent dialogue throughout

This story has everything that I love in a story; fast-paced action, good vs bad plot, sexy hot men, &

lots of sex scenes. Kai was introduced in the Iron Wolves series when the Iron Wolves needed help.

Alexa met Kai after she got beaten by her crazy stalker ex-boyfriend & captured by a crazy military

woman. Kai & Alexa were immediately attracted to each other & initially tried to avoid the attraction;

but after playing strip poker & Alexa lost all bets were off in more ways than one. This story was

excellent, I finished it in 1 day & will definitely be reading the next book in this series.
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